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Dedication
Dedicated to all those I have loved in my life, I
thank them for being there when I’ve needed them to
love, whether family, friends, or lovers. . . .

INTRODUCTION
Welcome . . . and I hope you find as much to
think and feel about in reading this as I had in writing
it. . .
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Though some of the research has been very
hard on me, it is full of a lot of special memories....of
one who will always remain very special to me! We
have all had, sometime in our lives, one other person
that means more to us than anything else! All but two
of the poems written here are written for that one person to me, either to, for, or about her! The interims are
recollections or ruminations of some Moments In Time.
I am thankful for having had her love in my life,
for as long as I did, I treasure it more than my words
can say here, and here are my last words to her. . . .
I can still hear her heartbeat from a
thousand miles,
Feel her touch in my life without it,
Hear her voice in my mind, see her smile,
Her presence in my dreams,
How much more could she be in my life,
even if she were here. . . .

Forever and always,
1996
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HEARTBEAT
Oh, its true
No matter where I travel
Where life leads me
(Refrain)
Oh, how far
Is far away
If we never go
(Refrain)
Oh, what a night
Look at you there
Coming closer
(Refrain)
Oh, my, look there
Return to the beginning
Looking for an ending
(Refrain)
Oh, for one more touch
One more place
One more life to live
(Refrain)
Oh, for one more try
Homeward bound
In transit
(Refrain)
Refrain:
My homes in my heart
No matter where I lay my head
My homes in my heart

Koller
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. . .maybe I dont
say it enough
or sometimes act
like I do, but,
I love you
with all my heart. . .

Jackson
Meeting
When first we chanced to meet,
no inkling of the future in store,
passing over lightly the chance meeting.
Our lives coming together,
drawing us closer, friendship and love flowering,
the good times and bad times alike, shared.
So much to remember, now,
memories we made together, held separately,
cherished and lived anew every day.
Separate ways weve gone,
for a moment, together, always remembered,
so small a chance, meeting you.
May whatever road youve taken,
may it lead you back to me,
meeting again, for a chance. . .
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Changing Still
Conflict creates change,
change causes growth.
Seasons change, even nature knows,
trees shed and grow anew.
The sun dims, taking a back seat,
to return bright and fresh.
The earth sleeps, taking on a new coat,
to Spring forth renewed.
Reliving the cycle of life, yearly,
rapid, constant, ever changing.
Unpredictable in its predictability,
Gods reminder to us.
That life is ever changing,
that to live is to grow, to change.
That we have many seasons to our lives,
with work, with play, with living.
Winters come, conflict and changes,
Spring with acceptance into chances.
Summer fulfilled, living with our changes,
Fall into preparations for more.
Ever changing, ever growing,
we can reach for that which is ours.
To resist change, is to deny ourselves
all that we can be.

Koller
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Standing on a bluff he gazes out over the westerly sea.
Only the moons’ rising pierces the darkness before him, the moon
and his imagination.
His eyes, that do not see the white caps silhouetted, as his gaze
has turned inward. To a twirling, churning mass of nothingness. A
nothingness that holds his entire soul.
Thoughts passing, feelings awash his soul, the sigh of a life passed
and passing mixing with the real breeze. So much of his life, blown away as
a dried leaf before the breeze that blows through his being, cleansing his
mind, clearing his soul.
Where did it go wrong? Where did it go right?
Feelings fluctuating among recollected memories.
Following through step-by-step, examining and finding the weak
points, vowing not to take those same steps again, sure he will anyways,
somewhere, sometime! Just not soon, please. Mistakes made, his and not
his, a future path formed ahead. Whether of his choosing or not, his to
follow.
He thinks, he feels, he thinks again!
All the missed chances from taking one path over another, what he
amounts to, what he would have wanted instead if he could have! A heavy
sigh, for all that is or was lost!
He believes that every life branches out from every second into a
multitude of possibilities, alternates only seen with hindsight. As simple a
possibility as saying yes instead of no, saying nothing instead of what is
said, saying more than the silence that needed filling!
All follows a plan, he just doesn’t have the map for the directions,
and stumbles through!
Day by day!
He stands staring out at the darkness reflecting that from within,
from the inner darkness, thinking it through without real answers.
Questions float around among the answers, none seeming to
connect, none interacting. A soup of thoughts, churning his feelings.
He wonders, and ponders, the way it should have been, could have
been, if only! Mistakes are so hard to take back, he can only learn from
them and hope not to be caught unawares again, whether his or anothers’!
Over and over, again and again!
Ending in only examing and cataloging all of his life. . .
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Chris
Ravens hair ablowin on the wind
winds of change, winds abiding
Liquid pools of green
reflecting, inner doors
More than an image
less than a touch
Hearts touching in kinship
caring, warmth, spreading
Intertwined hopes, dreaming
the same separate
A mind awhirl
anchoring in uncharted waters
A thought passing on to questions
perchance answers on the horizon
A sister, a friend
so much more than what could have been
Time betrayed us
to only be what we are
In my life, in my heart
feeling without touch
No waiting for change
enough for now
The future charted by the past
my life filled by the emptiness
Happiness in sharing
what we can
Oh, but for the past
to have been different

Koller
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The cool breeze turning to cold, he pulls his jacket tighter against
the changing world. He has changed as the world, his world, has changed
around him!
As he is, standing alone, only his clothes against the night, stripped
of everything, but himself and the night, he wonders. And wonder is but
thoughts turned inward, to mull over, to digest the meat from them. He can
only wonder of the past, its ending in the present and its bearing on the
future. He again in his life as many times before, stands alone, only himself
against the night.
When all is said and done, when all is cast aside, when nothing but
yourself is left, what is that self?
What measure is a man, or a woman, with no background around
to guage against?
When all is gone, what of the man left behind? Can he look within to
find himself whole, or only to find a hole within?
To live his life he has to be answerable to himself, to be alive the
answers must fit his soul, right and wrong alike!
To be actively living, all the dark places must have his light shown in
them. To clear and accept them all as part and parcel of his being is an
unconscious goal, a mending of the past for a future possible.
The weight of nothingness is more than most can bear.
The bearing of a soul to itself heals and mends.
Each piece, each memory, every step, every choice, examined!
Round and round the journey never ending, always beginning, living life to
live!
Doing his best as it presents itself is all he’s done, all he can do,
accepting that gives him a refreshing outlook. Mistakes are made, but if
done from the heart, right or wrong, they are right when made, only the
future will tell if it is right or wrong!
Not a reason to stop making them, learn, learn from them, learn
about them, learn again! Every lesson a treasure to behold and hold, filling
his life when it feels so empty!
Every moment of life a lesson, class is never out, ending it is truancy, a poor excuse for skipping school, buckle down and continue on.
Own up to your mistakes, accept responsibility for your own actions and
misactions.
Accepting all that has been, pulling his coat tighter, he turns and
walks back into his life.
A future unknown, built upon the past. . .

Jackson
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Breakin Down
Turn the music up, deaden senses,
cloud my thoughts.
Another drink, no ocean
enough to drown in.
Searchin for answers,
dont even know the question.
Memories crowding in,
obscuring the future.
Delusions, illusions,
who can tell the difference.
Runnin from the past,
no where to hide.
No where to run to
wishes are not a place to go.
My mind a racin, a racin,
no matter what I do.
Oh, for a moment, not to think or
to feel, just to be.

Passion
When first we touched, your passion burned within,
Holding you it raged, ablaze, consuming,
Much to my surprise, my fire burned bright,
The heat of the moments carry us forward,
Never quenched, but in ourselves,
Burning for your touch anew,
My love for you, reaching beyond reason,
all-consuming.

Koller
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A Ray of Sunshine
Your passage through my life
changing me, lifting me up.
Raising me above all else,
seeing much anew, fresh, and alive.
A breath of Spring air,
a cool summer breeze, refreshed.
New growth,
feelings never felt before.
Bless the day,
your love first shone on me.
For, my love,
you are the ray of sunshine in my life. . .

CLOSER
Forever separate, our love makes us one, closer together,
Our touch, driving our passions, closer together,
Gone apart, the longing draws us in, closer together,
Hopes and dreams, mixing indeterminate, closer together,
No limit for us, boundaries mark us in, closer together,
Wrong or right, choices we make to live by, closer together,
Hearts beat, the pulse feeding us, closer together,
So, why are we not. . . .
. . . .closer together?
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Most of a life spent with one, but mom doesn’t count and only begins to prepare to live with another.
Years and years together, his wife drifted away, his life drained away
until he is alone among a crowd. Four in a home and he might as well been
living by himself.
The bond dissolves and melts constantly, only attention keeps it
from breaking. Love is the glue, attentive nurturing the catalyst, without one
or the other there is no bond. A time comes where it is forgotten, put aside
to go on.
A shame to start with such promise only to die of silence. A bigger
shame not to have tried, and shame on them for stop trying anymore! No
shame to end what has died.
A heart, a love, a marriage, a life together, all need a caring gardener. Neglect spews forth the hardier weeds, the souls drought kills off
what is. A wasteland appears where flowers once grew.
Depression sets in, without notice, with out noticing. He has forgot
what living is with his emotional death, deeper and deeper he falls away
without even noticing.
Like a siege, insidious over time, he changes, fades away. Till he’s
lost himself, in what he used to be, no more.
To keep what he had he must hold tight, not grasp empty air. Nothing there to hold close anymore, he wonders if there ever really was, or was
it what was always expected of him that placed him there? Living a life
dictated by others, society, the moment! Lost his way along this path, time
to chose another path, and begin a new journey.
To be all he could be, he had to learn to let go, to go on! Life is too
short to waste any, too long to stand still.
Adjust, change, move on, he carries with him the memories, of
what was, as well as what could have been and should have been.
An ending formed, a new life to live, bursting forth from his cacoon
he has to find himself lost along the way, what does he want that he hadn’t
gotten to be himself?
In ending he has found himself again, well, a new self as the old is
gone. The interim he falls away as a second skin he no longer needs, he
sheds away a life no longer his to live.
Of it all two jewels from this union, the best of all that had past
between them, will always remain his, Sheri and Sean, forevermore. . .

Jackson

ADRIFT
Floating in our love,
sight of land lost,
no safe harbor.
Storms abrewing,
horizon clouds, squalls ahead,
a wind a changing our course.
Adrift with no compass,
uncharted seas,
lost and hopeless.
Our love,
our only shelter,
from the storms ahead.
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Outside
Within your eyes,
reflections of my future.
Within your heart,
beats my love.
Within your walk,
stands my desire.
Within your mind,
my thoughts unfold.
Within your embrace,
my comfort closes in.
Within your desire,
I burn again.
Within your smile,
hope springs eternal.
Within your life,
I learn of living.
Within your love,
I live again.

Koller
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of you, wishin
we were near,
enough to hold,
and be held
by you. . .

I miss you
darlin and
long to be in
your loving arms
again soon, to feel
that love I know is
there, to show the
love I feel. . .
All my love,
My Love. . .

Koller
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ONE/TWO/ONE
When you come to me
I become whole.
Complements separately
together complete.
Your love makes me strong
sustaining me.
The aches ease
the fire burns.
The yearnings are quenched
the dreaming begins.
Come closer
I am here.
Didnt know it could be so right
my heart in your hands.
In your arms
I have found home.

Love Me
Hold my hand, share my life, my love,
Touch me where no one has before,
Let us be all we can be,
Barriers broken, let me in,
Hold back naught, and our love will grow even more,
Let me love you, as I want you to love me. . .

Koller
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Dragons Woe
Playing in the night they lost their day. . .
Their might and magic no match for man. . .
Kin, brothers or foe well never know. . .
Kings of land and air only in legends they live. . .
What could have been forever lost in time. . .
Where they really there or wishes only. . .

Koller
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Alone,
your arms
hold me still.
My thirst for
Love, I drink from
your liquid green pools.
My hunger for your love
never abated, you fill me up,
forever making me long for more.
You came into my life, a whirlwind,
stirring me to greater passions,
the driving force in my life.
Your touch, your love
and life flows into
me, glowing.
I love you,
dearest,
always.

Running Blind
In the darkness of the moment
Blundering about
Bumping each
No telling
Damage untold
No eyes to see
Blinding light
To our souls revealed
A tear to behold

Koller
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Each person passing through his life leaving a part behind, to grow
ahead for the next one to nurture. Out of all living, every one is unique, every
individual, is truly one of a kind, each in their own ways different. All with
their own gifts to give.
Every touch, every moment, every word, every life touched leads into
a new way of living, a new choice, a new way of thinking. Each divergence
creates its own new world, and he can’t quite imagine what it would have
been like if it had been different than it now is!
What of all the unknowns, of the casuals, passed daily without a word?
Would they add to his life, or take away from it? How many connections
have been missed? The lives that could have been lived instead, the unrealized hopes and dreams, dying before their births. The journey continues in a
straight line, convoluting, twisting among all probables!
Taking a step forward he sees a path before him to follow. Only imagining what if he had stepped another way instead. For he can not go back
and change direction from where he was, only from where he is. Would he
even know the difference?
Life is ever unfolding, changing, and he hopes its wonder never
ceases.
He trods, he runs, he skips ahead one day at a time. Taking his sugar
along with every lump. Every situation, every relationship a class room without his knowing. Lessons learned without trying, or repeated again, and
again!
In time he learns without finding what he wants of life! Love, yes!
Companionship, yes! A mate in all ways, to soothe and share, for better or
worse, in life and beyond!
He wants the other half of his soul.
The half that will make him whole, to fill the hole within. He knows its
out there, because its missing from within.
Hope renewed he passes on, sampling here, testing there, an attainable goal not in sight.
After a long and full life, his journey is only just beginning. . .
Love isnt what makes
the world go round
Love is what makes
the ride worthwhile!
- S. Jones

Jackson
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OH, Where Have You Gone
It was only yesterday
when we said goodbye,
and yesterday seems forever.
Oh, why was our beginning our ending,
closer together, farther apart,
lost our chance as we found it.
Girl, you look so good
crossing my mind,
leaving my life.
As my heart reached out
touching a chord,
a hollow haunting note.
I wanted, you wanted,
our goals the same,
means differing.
Oh, why did the gap widen
as we chose to broach it,
differences driving a wedge.
I said goodbye,
when all I wanted was to draw you nearer,
to never let you go.
A love, a longing,
a desire, forevermore,
wrenched from my soul.
If wishes could come true
today would be yesterday
and goodbye would become hello. . .
Where To Now
So full of emptiness,
Waves of tears coursing,
Through me, heart-wrenching,
Emotions untried, pain and joy,
Love felt in the deepest core,
Control lost, adrift in myself,
Love held, here and lost,
Pain through rebirth,
How can I find myself,
when you fill me so. . .

Koller
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Traveling afar, he never leaves where he is, moving in space and
time only leaves him with himself where ever he ends up. A lesson he is
slow to learn, in time even this shall be learned: ‘you can never run from
yourself! ‘ No matter how far or fast, you always end up where ever your at.
Carrying your life, your past with you, never separate, forevermore a part of
the soul to rise from the ashes!
Leaving places behind does not leave the memories, the heart, nor
aches. Only time eases those. No matter how fast or far he runs, when he
stops they are still there, pulling, weaving a web of holes and empty spaces.
Time alone, long and harsh, takes it’s final toll, till naught but the
heart itself remains, healed and longing for more, then it’s time to move on,
not before. . .
Time to find the next door, place and heart to abide with. Memories
come and go, made anew, remembered old, hardly true. When all is done
all we have to take into the next life with us, is our memories, whether the
next phase of the current one, or the next life after death. Pains and hurts in
the end heal or are forgotten, breaks mend!
A heart may break, but, never broken, that time will not heal in the
end. The rainbow returns, life goes on, for, where ever it resides, the heart is
his home. Leaving the area he had spent his life growing in, striking out
anew, he leaves loves’ behind.
Looking forward to find the missing part that creates such a longing
within him, he takes his heart to a new place, a new time, a new home, for
there he thinks his heart resides.
And he finds some comfort, his new home fits his nature and style,
wants and longings. Enough to ease those aches he carries along. The
water, trees, mountains and people embrace his soul and soothe his mind.
A new way of life, of living, takes him forward to learn a new way of loving.
He’s come home at last, never having left, his heart embraces hope
and a beauty that calms.
A new home, a new life, a new hope, all in the blink of an eye, he’s
learned to live within his own hearth again, his heart opens again to search.
Again as before, he starts over, a life new, turned around forward.
A comfort in his waiting, as he arrives home again, never leaving
where he is, he finds his way back to himself. . .

Jackson

Burn Out
When first you touched my life,
a friendship we gained,
In time, closer and closer,
till finally we touched,
Love flowed, grew and held us,
enveloping comfort,
A spark of sunshine,
burst to Nova,
In its passion,
did we burn out. . .
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Lost Our Way
My feelings, can never be expressed,
We have no words to describe,
Totality, burning, longing,
To be, keep, change, and grow,
Never to move away, saying good-bye,
Push-pull, where to turn,
Find ourselves, in each other,
Lose ourselves, in our love,
Where did we turn away,
Lose our way to we,
Some people will never know,
The glory we shared,
Can never feel the love,
Weve shared,
Pity. . .
Marker
No matter where youve gone,
Youve left your mark on me,
Forever changed my life, my love,
My way of looking at the world,
My hopes and dreams grew and spread,
One chance we had, forever touched,
All my inner halls shine with your light,
My life is so much richer for having known you,
Have I left my mark on you, as well?

Koller
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As he has grown into himself every new woman he meets is a possibility, a dream unfulfilled, a future hoped for, a present to be living. He wonders with a critical eye, every woman to attract that eye a masterpiece in her
own rights!
God split creation in two, man and woman, male and female even to
the plants, an infinite number of possibilities of combinations. Every combination a unique entity in its own. . .
Is that the one?
Is this the one? Every date he goes on holds that promise! Every
meeting, introduction, could be the last one.
In every encounter is the hidden ending, whether by choice or not! A
good-bye in every hello!
Saying good-bye can bring its own pain, that of failure, that of sorrow
of missing a chance! It sticks as a lump in his throat if not said in its time!
He has learned to say good-bye if the fit is not there. Hanging on
brings its own misery, unhealthy and unwise! Each good-bye a heartache,
adding despair to feed his hope. As hard as it gets he never gives up, he
knows deep down inside that there is someone, somewhere, who can fill
that black chasm in his heart.
And of all the world, all the women in it, he can hardly believe that
there aren’t some, let alone one, that wouldn’t be able to fill that spot, that
need that drives him forward.
If not fill, at least soothe it, and drive the darkness deep enough for
him not to feel its cold edges. Accepting the way of life brings its own comfort, its own acceptance of all the little points, as well as the larger ones.
All in all, day by day life, he is doing well, carving out a new life for
himself so different from before!
Active, happy with and within himself helps him live alone. He is his
best company and the days pass by. He has found it is so much better to be
alone and content, than to live with one in misery.
The longer it takes his journey, the less it intrudes on him. Times
passage heals all, eventually, and heal he does, the pain eases, the memories fade to be called by choice only.
A comfort level developes, envelopes him in a non-normal normalcy.
Friendships, family, work and events fill his days.
Now, for his nights. . .

Jackson
Somewhere
I look for you,
where you used to be, where I wanted you to be,
where have you gone to. . .
I cant find you,
where did our love go, why did you go away,
memories are all thats left. . .
I cant find the feeling,
of all we shared, when you left
my heart went with you. . .
I try to run, I try to hide,
searching, looking, nowhere to be found,
all we were. . .
All we said, not quite enough,
all we felt mixed together, lost,
I miss you, and missed you. . .
Baby, baby,
nobody out there is going to love you like this,
remember me, remember us,
Id do anything to have you back here. . .
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Forever
My love for you grows every day,
My feelings stronger, because of you,
My love of life renewed, living,
My hope for the future strengthened,
My dreams, a reality,
My life fuller, for you,
My love for you. . .
. . .forever.
WHY
Why, oh, why,
cant I get over you:
your image fills my sight,
the love we shared fill my nights,
your voice, music to me, rings still,
thoughts of you fill my day,
your touch more than a memory,
though youve gone away,
everywhere I turn,
you are there,
Is there any wonder why. . .

Koller
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The pawn in the game,
longing to be a king,
minimal moves subscribed to.
No way to change,
the rules or self,
in pursuit of the queen.
Forward moving,
one step at a time,
deeper into the game of love.
Life sets the board,
square by square,
alternating, never changing.
Playing the game,
longing for the chance,
to be greater than set upon.

Opposites
The brightness of us,
can surely illume the darkness!
Together we can overcome,
our individual limitations.
Becoming better together,
than the sum of our parts.
Working, and striving,
to be free of ourselves.
Closer, and closer,
the distance widening.
We dance our life,
our love the steps we follow.
Our future,
in our past. . .
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Hindsight being 20/20 he remembers meeting her with crystal clarity,
or is it?
Is it a memory of a memory, or a memory with the blanks filled in with
his minds eye? A new job, new people to meet, and she among them.
The top of a head, as she sits and writes, flowing black hair past her
shoulders, bouncing with her movements. The glint of green as the eyes
come up to meet his, shift to hear the introduction beside him, smile breaking across her face turning a hand back to shake a greeting.
The tilt of head emptying his chest as she chants hi! Taking his heart
by storm he will always remember that tilt, that smile, that glint.
Moving on with chit-chat, a hand movement catches the ring that
dooms the chances that had risen so quickly.
Oh, well, a friend at least, chance taken away in as many seconds as
it had bloomed. Still, a beautiful woman. . .
If only things were different, an event, a time of difference, what might
have been, could never be now. The possibilities endless, narrowed to limits
in sight of one limiting piece of adornment.
Meaningless to some, an icon to him, a symbol and a sign. The mental sigh did not escape his lips, but returned the smile freely given.
Many memories thought and lost before their making, hope dawned
and crushed in between heart beats. How many times within each lifetime
does this occur, how many met, how many chances, how many losses before gains?
And then she stands to show him around, ‘Oh My Gawd,’ reorienting
during orientation. Fantasies come and go, smiles of pleasure hidden behind grins of acknowledgments.
Oh that things could have been different, still, he finds a kindred spirit,
warmed by the obvious friendliness of a comrade.
A friend found with a different kind of love.
Oh, well. . .
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Journal
Hello, journal,
reflections of my mind,
my heartbeat written within.
How have you been,
I tell you all,
your blank page holds my dreams.
Your silence
roars through me,
what do you think of what I enter.
Do you care,
hold my treasures secret,
what would you say.
Are you really there,
can my answers form
within your pages.
Or are you just a reflection,
a blank, to be filled,
never read, holding all.
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What Do I Want?
I want the next thirty years learning about you,
your faults and frailties, as well as your strengths.
I want to kiss your tears away,
to hold you tight against the cold.
I want to wake up next to you each morn,
after going to sleep beside you every night.
I want to see you smile just because its me,
hear your laughter ring within me.
I want to hear our first borns laughter,
and see motherhoods glow upon your face.
I want to hold your hand,
for no other reason than its your hand.
I want to stand beside you when you need it,
and to share our lives when you dont.
I want to be your shelter against troubled times,
your heart to be my refuge.
I want to dance the night away with you,
and bring the morning in with our loving.
I want all of you I can get, you can give,
and it will never be enough.
I want to fight with you,
because I know well make up.
I want the hard times, as well as good times,
as they strengthen and bring us closer together.
I want to love you the rest of my life,
and win your love for all time.
I want you to turn to me, because you want to,
to love each other forever, and more.
I want to nurture the love weve found between us,
to watch it grow and flower to what it can be.
I want you to find me there,
when you need a shoulder to lean on.
I want a hug to make everything better,
when it seems darkest, to be each others light.
I want your love to fill my world,
and to love you the best I can.
And you ask, what is my minimum,
what of my dreams do I give up, my love?
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Ages Of Growth
We grow, closing the gaps between us,
Filling each other with ourselves,
Relationships are the forges of our lives,
We have had our stone, bronze, and iron ages,
To emerge as tempered steel, strengthened,
Stronger with each stage, ever changing,
Ever growing, we reach forward for all we can be,
In our search we have put aside our childhood,
Adults, loving, caring, nurturing, bonding,
Forever more to face life with love,
Hopes and dreams mixed, a new vision,
Tears shed to clear our view,
We see a brighter tomorrow, side-by-side,
Separate or alone, our strength will abide,
Decisions, choices, ahead, we will face,
Undaunted singularly we gain, the freedom,
To face the tests ahead, to forge ahead,
Better for having known the other,
Better prepared to pick up our tasks,
To bear our burdens, lighter now,
Weve won our losses dearly,
Our triumphs will shine the more,
For having known each other,
Our friendship and love, forging us,
To what we now are, and will be. . . . .
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Every day changes, every choice brings a whole new world about.
Every non-choice changes still more, every turning point in a life has multiple paths away from it, choosing one wipes the others and brings forth
more turning points!
To stop changes, requires no choices, hard to be alive without making choices. As choices, so are changes a part of life, of living.
He chose her, and gave her up in the choosing, not his choice to
begin. So, a friendship was chosen and followed till the day she chose him.
And he chose to accept her choice. A night neither will forget in their
lifetimes, a way opened up before closed. Friends to family to lovers to love.
Each a choice in it’s own right, chosen freely hesitant step by cautious step, each in their turn leap frogging to a final conclusion.
She chose to turn to a friend when home was not all it should be, he
chose to accept a friend into his arms, forever changing his heart and their
outlooks.
Choices made changing their futures, never the same, as, after all is
said and done there is no going back. Only forward, choices are to be made,
results are to be lived with.
They chose each other in friendship, they returned the choices to go
beyond friendship, once down that road no wiping it out as though it never
happened! Live with it or go on from there, again, more choices.
He had many choices to make, some later regretted, but never went
without making them.
From that point on his heart made his choices for him, never right,
never wrong, only hard to live with! Affairs not easy when of the heart. He
has an even harder time knowing his is a stolen affair, against his principles
of others sanctity of marriage and all that entails, grates against him as well.
Life’s a chance in the beginning, every choice taken in life makes it
worth living, take a chance, make a choice, get on with living. You can never
get a yes without taking the chance of asking the question, yes it may be a
no answer, but, either way it settles the question. Better than living in limbo
never knowing, always wondering, how many dreams passed up for fear of
taking the chances?
He has learned to live with his choices, accepting the chances, even
after they stopped being his to make. . .
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The cracks of our lives, so little time, much to know, unlearn,
We fall through, tumbling down, gyrating to the bottom/top,
Cold wind of reality whipping by, frozen and cruel, cold,
Wrapped in our love, forever warm, hold on dear,
We distance and draw near, every day new,
Closer we circle, spiraling out and away,
Touch and avoid, contradictions,
As our love draws us in,
We ourselves are,
Indented away,
Where will our lives,
Lead us, fashion our future,
Our pasts hold us apart, for now,
Our presents hold us together, bonded,
Our future dim, and on the horizon far away,
Our love, our friendship, the glue that bides time,
Always we cycle back to the basics, our love for each,
And in that our push-pull remains, peaks, spikes, valleys,
Forever till a final indentation, to peak always. . . . .
Good-Bye, My Darling
You say you need your space,
Well, here it is, take it,
Can you live with the vacuum,
Will you fill it, will you use it,
Good-bye, dear one, good-bye,
Make your own space,
Live with it, within it, without me,
You can not have mine,
Mine is so full of you,
To rid me of you,
Will take a new space,
Another vacuum,
Before the memories cease,
Before my heart will feel again,
Your space must not be mine. . . .
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He fell in love with her on first sight, that was the nature of her beauty.
Lost that love, and turned to friendship upon seeing the bond upon her finger. Marriage being one of those societal dictums that he followed without
wholly believing in himself. Usually monogamous following rules not his own,
he still allowed that others believed in them. His fledgling love turned to
other than his wishes.
Though he never lost that feeling all together, the sight of her turned
his thoughts to fancy, flavored with lust to drink at her well. He settled for just
the vision of her, happy and content with their friendship at first. Which can
be more precious than any love realized.
As much as he was taken with her beauty, he cherished their friendship with all his heart. That is the road they traveled for quite awhile. To the
tune, that when one showed up to a work event, they would be asked where
the other was. When one was moody or sick, inquiries where directed to the
other.
Movies, ice skating, hobbies at home, dinners, etc., etc., they became together in plain view what they couldn’t be in private. Slowly, but,
surely, a couple formed. The natural order of the Universe bonded them
together, forming their relationship into all it could be at the time. Their company pleasant in itself to both, sought by both.
The sight of her would raise a smile from him, a smile from her would
make his day, doing something together made his days. Thinking of spending their nights together crossed his mind occasionally, but he held not onto
that thought, letting it pass on through him on it’s own way.
He enjoyed those thoughts though he could share with none, he wondered more and more what she would look like in his bed, in his arms, without the public trappings?
Though they still passed through, the time between their formation
and passages lessened and lessened with every days passage.
The mental pictures sweetened with every real vision of her in his life.
Her form, her looks, her mannerisms, thoughts, longings, wants,
needs, all became second nature to him. Her look was engraved so deeply
in his mind he compared her to his dates for real, many times found wanting.
Her beauty enthralled his mind, her character captured his heart. . .
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Dark Side Of The Moon
Down, down, down,
into the pit of life,
Churning away, tearing up,
how much to take, leave,
Leave behind, agony and tears,
stand it, knocked down,
Thrown about, pain, pain,
dead, dying, little pieces,
Up, up, up,
through the quagmire,
Pinpoint light, blinding
showing a way,
Way out,
God help me,
Save me from myself,
protect her from me,
Let me leave,
this side of me behind,
Can I dump, all that garbage,
and leave it behind, when I reemerge?
Recovery
Recover, rejoice, tomorrow is brighter!
The bottom is the only way up from there!
Enjoy life, the little things become dear!
And life is wonderful, for its own sake!
The sun shines brighter every day!
The rainbow on the horizon looms larger!
The days pass easier, the heart repairs!
Recovery is the only road worth traveling!
All improves with time, slowly for sure!
All things stand out, with new appreciation!
The zest for life returns, and grows!
With each passing moment the pain is less!
Tears turn to laughter, with memories to joy!
To have been loved is the mainstay, anchor to!
Every little moment turns to treasures!
Flowers bloom just for your pleasure!
Senses awaken, all returns to normal!
Eventually, eventually, recover, rejoice,
tomorrow is brighter. . . .
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Tomorrows Song
There is a bird in my tree,
outside my window,
singing his song of joy to me.
The sunshine clears the air,
no storm below,
halo behind your hair.
Your smile radiates out,
laughters blow,
wipes out my pout.
Your warm love,
encompassing slow,
fits like a glove.
Heart skips a beat,
my love does glow,
before your passions heat.
Hand in hand,
we walk down the row,
love, wear my band.
Love me close, dear, loves blur,
cupids arrow from bow,
strikes true and sure!
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My Dance, My Love
I have to give you up,
To get you back,
Go away and come back,
Our feelings draw us near,
As our thoughts separate,
So we spin our dance,
Of love and longing,
Warm and tender,
Distant and near,
Its embrace holds us,
Against the cold realities,
Always and forever. . .
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Choicelessness
We do not choose to be born,
We do not choose our parents,
We do not choose our historical epoch,
or the country of our birth, or the
immediate circumstances of our upbringing.
We do not, most of us, choose to die;
nor do we choose the time or conditions
of our death.
But within all this choicelessness,
we do choose how we shall live;
courageously or in cowardice,
honorable or dishonorable,
with purpose or adrift.
We decide what is important and
what is trivial in life.
We decide that what makes us significant
is either what we do
or what we refuse to do.
But no matter how indifferent
the universe may be to our choice
and decisions, these choices and decisions
are ours to make.
We decide. . .
We choose. . .
And as we decide and choose,
so are our lives formed. . .
Joseph Epstein - Secret Passion
You should not only live today as though it is the first day of the rest of
your life, but, also as though could be your last day, it very well might
be. . .Anoymous
We may want the pot at the end of the rainbow, but, we need to remember to stop and just look at and enjoy the rainbow for itself. . .Myself
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He had learned a lesson with a lost love, not to mix love and work,
unless your work was love, when it didn’t work out with a co-worker. Too
close and ripe for strain, not deserved or desired. Another life lesson learned
the hard way.
He swore NEVER to break that rule again! Too hard on both of them,
especially as they had also been best friends before their relationship turned.
But, it did not turn far enough for either.
Repairing that with moving half a state away.
Today they are again good friends, though he still carries the urge to
be with her within him. To share a few moments in closeness not held before, only glimpsed.
The few times they see each other now, kept cordial in spite of the
underlying tension. But they can now enjoy each others company as before,
not after the change!
Hard for him to let go of the possibility, another lesson learned, walk,
don’t run, away to heal fully.
In time he does.
In time he renews that friendship that was the basis for the bond in
the first place.
It has returned, to bring a jewel in his life, a cherished treasure in a
new light.
Friendships, true ones, are so hard to win and build, that he hates the
thought of losing anything so precious. Even for cause, he has worked all
his life to keep them together, even to his detriment at times.
Family you have all your life, unless your a real jerk, their love and
presence is a given. But, friends on the other hand, choose your company,
or not! You earn their relationship, through your actions, through your words
and heart. A standard to live by! A standard worth aspiring to.
He knows this as much as by example, as by thought and word.
A friend in need has no comparison to the need for a friend. Keeping
a friend is a guage of the life he’s living, his life. For a friend is more of a
guage than family or lovers! Life has taught him this, and keeps right on
teaching, relentlessly. A friend is kept by choice, and example.
For after he has met his standards, he feels his measure by the company he keeps!
And can keep. . .
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Love of my life, to my life adding Love,
Cherishing each moment I recall, memories,
Your voice rings down my halls, a choir,
Grace and beauty walks in me, your vision,
Cheer me your laughter, playful caring,
My life overflowing, for love of you,
A touch is all I need, I ask for,
When the days are numbered, you count above all,
Feelings awakened, rejoice and live,
Life and love, shine on in us,
Joy to behold, radiance to dazzle,
Bathe in your love, wash away tears,
Rainbows on the horizon, sun shine on me,
Your glow, infuses me,
Raises me, lifts and carries,
Gives me what I do not carry, within me,
and makes me whole. . .
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Will Be
What will be, will be,
What should be, will take care of itself,
What would be, may be,
What could be, is a dream,
What can be, is a possibility,
What might be, is a hope,
What may be, may not be,
What we have, is possible,
What was, is gone,
What will be, will be. . . .
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Hold On
Hold on tight, tonight,
Dear, Im fallin in Love,
Love me true, forever
The passions roar through us,
Drained, not depleted,
Adding further depths,
A bonding to strengthen,
Together we travel alone,
A road we chose, future dim
A life we live, shadows brighten
A dream we share, to care and nurture
A hope, our loves warmth
before cold reality. . . .
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Passage
More have you brought, than taken
Hard times many, not all of what we are
Good times more, all that we could be
Better times ahead, the future ours for the asking
Adding to my life, growing closer
I find another kindred, one and one equals one
What weve shared, could never be bought
Only given one to the other, changes for and because
Life is so much richer, for having known you
Love is so much fuller, for our love
Your caring thoughts, bolster my spirits
What has passed is gone, we have each other
Passing between us, all of us
Good and bad, right and wrong
It has passed, in its passing we have touched
Each others soul, made our loads lighter
Our burdens shared, friendship grows
Love floats in, butterflies to flowers
We drink each others nectar, sweet and light. . .
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The Phrase
I love you. . . .
Such simple words,
For so grand a concept,
Two people bonded, you and I,
By a feeling, no one can define,
All that it implies,
Left unsaid, because
When it comes down to it,
Thats all that needs to be said,
I Love You. . . .
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Action
Think, Feel, Act. . .
Feel, Think, Act. . .
Think of your feelings to act,
Feel your thoughts to take action. . .
Without action your thoughts,
and feelings have no substance,
Action makes you real,
validates and confirms your beliefs,
Others see your actions,
to back your words. . .
All the wonderful thoughts you can have,
All the glorious feelings in the world,
Are as nothing, if you never act on them. . .
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Everything
Everything my heart desires,
stands before me,
slipping between my fingers,
Everything my life needs,
to be fulfilled,
I leave behind,
Everything Ive ever wanted,
in one person,
I have to say goodbye to,
Everything Ive ever dreamed,
and hoped for,
fading before my eyes,
Everything between us,
growing stronger every day,
torn apart with distance,
Everything Ive ever needed,
found within the warmth of your embrace,
your arms close on empty air now,
Everything between and before us,
a chance worth takin,
a part of me is dying,
Everything, everytime, with you,
my heart lived within the dream,
our pasts holding our futures apart. . . .
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Could Have Been
I never meant,
to put the pain there in your eyes,
the tear rolling down your cheek,
the loss and grief of losing me.
Remember that,
I wanted to bring joy to your life,
to lift and guide your tired feet,
to bask in our love.
Where did,
we turn down this path to love,
growing closer with every day,
hearts twined as one.
Oh darlin,
my shoulder to cry on,
my arms to hold you tight against our world,
my heart to bathe in my lifes blood.
Those are all I wanted,
to love my best friend as a woman,
to cherish, to marvel in our warmth,
to share the night against the darkness.
To be each others shelter,
from the life we cant live,
sharing our passions in the night,
to hold off the days darkness.
A life to share,
that is all we hoped for, dreamed of,
just out of reach within reality,
we press on to live again. . . .
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Today
Outside my window, a new day I see
and only I can determine
what kind of day it will be.
It can be busy and sunny, laughing and gay,
or boring and cold, unhappy and grey.
My state of mind is the determining key,
for I am the person I let myself be.
I can be thoughtful and do all I can to help,
or be selfish and think of just myself.
I can enjoy what I do and make it seem full,
or gripe and complain and make it
hard on someone.
I can be patient with those who may
not understand,
or belittle and hurt them as much as I can.
But I have faith in myself,
and believe what I say,
and I personally intend to make
the best of each day. . .
Barnacle Bill
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All For The Love Of You
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Youve brought out the best in me,
Made that which was there shine ever brighter,
The warm glow of our love surrounds me in comfort,
All before, only preparing for this,
Our moment of truth, to share all that we can be,
Could be,
My path in life is straighter,
My goals obtainable,
My dreams and hopes livable,
The smile on my face there for you,
The joy in my heart comes from you,
Life again is worth living,
Thank you, darlin, for giving me that which will sustain me,
As we travel our separate roads ahead,
My dreams will be of you,
My hopes for us. . . .
Inner Self
Growth never ceasing,
When our bodies cease,
and start to recede backwards,
Is the time for our inner growth,
looking inward, cultivating all
Reflection on all weve gathered,
Weeding out the past no longer needed,
gleaning the gems we have gathered,
Years of learning, of accumulation
time now to sort through
Our greatest time of growth,
inner spiritual, to be all we can be
The taste of and for life refined,
The best held onto,
letting go that which impedes,
We change, and settle
into who we will be,
whom we really are. . . .
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Their relationship blurs, edges and boundaries become indistinct,
where one ends and the other begins is not so clear as once before. He/she,
which is which when their lives intertwine in the heart.
As they get closer, circling as moths to a flame, so his mind blurs with
the fresh surge of blood their closeness brings.
Even as they get closer, he hids his inner truths from himself. He
smears the edges of the picture even from himself, hiding behind what is
from hopes of what could have been, would have been, might of been!
He thinks and feels within that compartment down two doors to the
left, and loses the key among the daily grind! He knows he feels, and even
entertains fantasies, but keeps them safe behind friendships veil!
The more and more the edges blur, the more and more leaks out of
the underlying hope, wishes, dreams and a plan of a possible future.
Battling them down, worries and troubles his soul, not his life nor
living. Continuing his search, he dates, and finds he is looking for what he
already knows, within arms reach a world and time away.
Turning, turning, facing back within himself, confused and abused,
he splits off that part of himself that feels and stumbles through day by day!
He runs, stumbles, he flies from, hiding deeper, covering and under
emphasizing so much that a wall is safely built to allow a private world to
grow behind. A world he may visit not live in, the real world shallower by far,
emptier and colder by far!
Though still time adds more and more as they do more and more.
Their talks fill their relationship more than the easy banter of dating. No
subjects forbidden, as they remain separate.
That which does seep into his soul, stops him occasionally to think,
‘what if?’
A wonderful world of changes, ‘what if?’
Provides a safety net for thinking of possibilities, ‘what if?’ Going back
through a life, what changes could be made if possible. What paths trod
forever lost, ‘what if?’ Changes with other choices?
What if. . . . . .
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Meanings Within Meanings
What do I mean when I say this?
What do you mean when you say that?
What do we mean when we say the same things?
Every word a different meaning, multiplied,
Every phrase a parable, stories in our minds,
Imponderable, we wonder about each other,
Never knowing our meanings the same,
Or different, beyond comprehension,
Two people, one language, no sure understanding!
How can we meet on common ground,
when our only choice is our imperfect communication?
Can we extend beyond our words, our meanings,
to tell of that within our hearts?
A language designed to hide, to mince words,
makes us wince, searching for words of the heart!
Body language, the language of our souls,
eyes the windows to our souls, not paneless/painless.
Weve learned to communicate beyond our words,
our meanings in our actions and caring.
And there we have learned the one true language,
the language of the heart, of love. . . .
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Opposites Opposing
Its too late,
Its too early,
We say goodbye as we say hello,
We started on an ending,
We ended as we started,
The closer we got the further the distance,
Cycling, round and round, going nowhere,
Bonding in release,
A moment of a lifetime,
A lifetime in a moment,
Where did we go wrong being so right,
Chasing as we caught each other,
Our laughs turning to tears,
Wash away our tears with our laughter,
So opposite in our togetherness,
Together in our opposition,
We fight to love,
Our love a battlefield,
Lost ourselves as we found each other,
Finding our lost souls in each other,
Where did we lose what we found,
Too late, too early. . . .
LEGS
Your legs,
flexing down the hall,
Nylons to accent,
muscles to bunch,
Support you,
as you walk away,
Till they walked into my life,
making me spin and giddy,
Smooth, knees to accent,
rubbing your feet to soothe,
Never dreamed the day,
when those same beautiful legs,
would be wrapped around me. . . .
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Searchin Reality
My darlin, where have you gone,
I can feel your warmth, but not see your light
I hear your voice whisper in my ear,
I turn, but no ones there
Did I only imagine you,
are these memories someone elses?
Were you really in my life,
or was I only dreamin?
What am I to do without your lovin,
your gentle caresses?
To wander, lookin for the same,
in another, the love of a lifetime!
How do I mold my fondest memory
into my future, to find it again?
Such a cherished thing, our love
such a special thing, our caring.
Such a dear one, you were
one of a kind!
Oh, how could I ever find
you in another, or you again?
The heart plays with the mind,
are you only a pattern of my dreams, or were you real?
A Beginnings Ending
My heart is broken, my tears wash away the blood
But not the pain, its in there, deep inside
What we had is gone, what we could be is dim
Nothin is the same, without you
I wanted you so much in my life
I had to walk away, from the best thing in my life
To start living again, to stop the little deaths
Awash through me, the loss of you,
Put aside the past and go on, the future Ive chosen
Without you, because of you,
The light at the end of the tunnel
Shines on I know not what,
My steps dragging from you,
Quicken to a run as I drop your weight,
My goal ahead unknown,
Only to forget, to grow
And live again. . . .
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So alike, so different, melding together, how can one soul occupy two
bodies? Ying and yang, all humans designed to be mated, to be matched to
their opposites, two parts of a whole spending their lives finding their other
half.
They flow together so easily, right or wrong, it was meant to be! Every
journey begins with the first step, and they were so far down the path, that
their destiny could not have been turned aside. But, it did catch them unawares as so often is the case in the eternal search search to be loved and
to love.
Freely given, freely accepted, they merged their bodies as their souls
had been. The walls fell down and those safely kept feelings flooded in,
almost drowning him in their depth.
She thought and felt only of sharing a bed with a friend, before he
knew it he was well beyond that shallow view.
She came along slowly, the love of a friend turning to love of a fellow
being!
But, not soon enough, not fast enough. . .
He hungered for the vision unfolded before him, the dream only a few
steps away, steps that he could not make. Nor as much as he wished, pushed,
or supported them, they were not his to choose.
Desire for all filled his heart, stepped his mind to high gear, to thud
against her calm easy manner.
Too quickly he fell into what could be, not understanding the difficulties she imposed of what was to be dealt with before what could be. A simple
step, into a future ahead, through quagmire.
What was the difficulty?
He had accepted her fully, she had only accepted him in what they
had done, not in what it could mean or foretell! What was a door opening to
him was a single act to her, non-connected to other events, and from there
they stood apart!
He chasing a dream, her only accepting what was with no thoughts
for a future to what was started. Their biggest clash, their lodestone.
Time. . .time apart, time together, time to change, time to advance,
time to end, time to get it together. Time was his enemy and foe, her ally!
It gnawed at him, adding torment to his state, time dragged when he
wanted to run.
Ahead and together. . .

Jackson
As Soon As
As soon as my heart stops beating,
Ill be over you
As soon as the memories fade,
Ill be myself again
As soon as your image in my mind dims,
Ill be clear again
As soon as I forget all our moments,
Ill be ready to create more
As soon as your pictures blur,
Ill see a new life ahead
As soon as the pain dies down,
Ill be ready to live again
As soon as my world stops turning,
Ill be amovin on
As soon as Im over you,
Ill see you again. . . .
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Equally Separate Together
I found myself in you,
My center, my joy, my life, my love,
Every moment turns around to another,
Your love filled me without limits,
The passage of time,
with you too fast,
without you drags,
I am so much more than before you,
I am so much less without you,
Love surpasses a dream,
Reality twisted to shape us,
We come out our best,
Every change growth,
In ourselves, we have ourselves,
Individual, separate, together,
The one time one plus one equals one,
We are one together,
Our love equalizes. . . .
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That one event forever changing them, never to be the same again,
even by choice. A branching off from what was, a new direction taken, explored.
They both, or either, could have said no and stopped it then and
there, but they chose together to say ‘yes!’ Stepping forward to another level
in their relationship, once begun never to go backwards.
No way to pretend it didn’t happen, no carpet big enough to sweep it
under, too wonderful to be able to forget. Relationships go forward or die a
slow death, once started, to deny is to stagnate, and degenerate.
He was in a rush with his passion, she was the only reason to hold
back. Not willing or able to give up a past that was now her present. That
their physical love was a side issue to all her problems, an attempt to alleviate them, not a solution, only a symptom.
It only added to her existing load of problems to let him in! A choice
for all the wrong reasons!
To give yourself to another, fully and completely, holds its own responsibilities. Rights are given as well as received, it may be done lightly,
but it can not be taken lightly.
He did not.
Rights denied, hands tied, waiting, drove him over the edge. Up and
down, his emotions a roller coaster ride beyond his control. All relationships
have in-built rules, additional ones added by the participants, when only one
is writing the rules to follow an imbalance forms overshadowing the relationship!
To see and know what he wanted, just beyond his grasp, tore at his
soul. Situations arose, fell apart and put back together.
Time and time again, time bore down on him.
End it or get on with it was his demon to bear, they both tried to end it
at one time or another, but absence always drove them back to each other!
Once together, they could not be driven apart, but choices had to be
made, one way or another, and soon.
A year living on the edge was too heavy a cross for him to carry
around anymore. His only option that he sees as a choice is to set that cross
aside.
Since neither could end it willingly, his only choice was to leave. . .

Jackson

Dawns Break
There was a day I just had to tell you, I love you,
A love contained within itself, consuming all that was,
Changing my world, my view of all that had been,
A beacon to my path I follow, your sun shines on,
Rainbows on the horizon, your love at roads end,
Past, present, future, all new for livin anew,
A moment changed my life forever,
Always I search for which moment that was,
To feel the beat of your heart, a new rhythm,
Music to my inner soul, in tune to my hopes,
Hey, you, darlin, I love you. . . .
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Hey, Who, What, Where, When, How

Hey you,
Hey me,
Who am I,
Who are you,
What are we,
What have we become,
Where did we turn,
Where did we find ourselves,
When did we fall in love,
When we united,
How did we find each other,
How lucky can we be?

Gawd, I Miss You
Gawd, my darlin, my life
is so empty without you
All that I have is nothing
without you by my side
For nothing means the same
without you in my life
The rainbow is dim there on my horizon
for you add the color to my black and white world
Where is the joy of living
without your laugh and smile to light my way
I miss you so, I wonder where you are today
if Ill ever get to hold you again
To feel that feeling again
to fill that place in me where you used to be
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No matter which
face you present
to the world. . .

No matter
how long someone
lives with you,
how close,
or how knowledgable
they become. . .

There will always
only be one person
who will know the
true you, all the
intricacies kept from
the outside world,
only you. . .
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Within Us Lays All
Frost upon the ground
Discarded pipe
Mosses bed
Trees bare
A walk on lifes path
Moments lost passing
Solitude independent
Everything we could be
Within ourselves
All our wants
All possibilities
Spark from within
Beauty surrounds
Look within
For new vistas
Chase and seek
To never find
Our answers
Till we look inward
The road we travel down
Floating free
On lifes wind
Getting where we go
Only to find
Another destination
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He plods through his days, the ones without her. They drag by endlessly, hopelessly. The long times between visits stretching out endlessly,
whether an hour or days the gaps are unendurable empty.
When there, she fills his life till thoughts of time abate. It’s night and
day, one empty, one overflowing. Night and day, no better comparison, wanting the nights to become days, stretching into each other instead of between
each.
Time together filled with talking, love and love making. How can he
begin to compare that with the nothingness of absence.
She can not grasps his situation, she has no background to compare
with. Her time is filled with one or the other, she can not see loneliness
brought on by being alone. Nor the hardship of dealing with it, when control
is all on the other side. How he has to put her aside when she’s gone, he’s
never lived well with out of sight out of mind.
He tries, he tries hard and almost makes it.
But, the slips come, a thought, a word, a place, a thing, something
always brings him back to the memories. The future and past mixing together.
And it goes on, and on, time together intense beyond belief, time
apart so empty.
He’s her counsel, her solice, her star in the darkest night. Fading in
the days light of what is.
She stays as she is for comfort, to face her husband with their problems as feared as facing peers with a failed marriage!
Diddle along, he faces every day with losing her, losing what they do
have!
Communication aschew, both sides spend their time in anger, worked
out to only strengthen what could be. He learns more about himself, deep
down, by these rages. The darker side which he has never seen before,
slowly he learns to control even that.
In his frustration to move them along, he finds he has inadvertently
moved along himself in growth!
He is no longer the boy he used to be, nor the man he was either, this
relationship has touched and changed him in ways he hadn’t imagined. In
it’s own way the relationship is solid and evolving.
So, lop-sided, their relationship plods along day-by-day, night-by-night,
week to month, to year. .
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Strengths Weakness
No strength in bonding to the past
No choices, when not taken
No strength in denial
Facing, challenging, going on, strengths
Acceptance a weakness
The strong do what has to be done,
let go, hold lightly, walk away to close the gap
True strength is change and growth
Locked in the past, a strong weakness
Weakly staying what you are,
never being all that can be
Takes strength to be what you can be
Strength is not giving in
it is standing up
To face life and change
is the greatest challenge
Live life today, now,
tomorrow a dream never realized, only a promise
The past a memory away, gone behind
Today is all we have
and it takes strength to live in today only. . . .
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Another Time, Another Place, Another Chance
A long time ago
In another land
We danced around
As in this life
We touched in passing
As we will in the next
We meet each life
Never quite ready
To stay in our time
Loving and leaving
Not quite getting it right
Each life a practice
A test we pass
Till we get it right. . . .
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Long and hard he thought of his options, few and limited, blocked in
the one direction he would have chosen to go, left all the others he had to
pick from. Many already tried, found unworkable and discarded, what to do?
To do something, he has to, to break the chain weighing him down, to
gain a freedom back, freedom to accept naturally and for real, or to accept
letting go.
He knows so much of can and cannot do’s!
Break up, break it off, end it, done that, neither strong enough to
make it stick! Every option already tried, locally, to force a decision, a path
taken, distance to travel over is all he sees as a plan.
Time alone tears him apart, he can hardly live with himself anymore.
The temper, the flare-ups, all reflect the dark side of frustration and embarrass him more than another ever could. The passion and obsession consumes him, drives his actions and world.
The fights, the make-ups, forge them to be a stronger faceted couple,
instead of weakening them.
But, they are not, a couple, only on borrowed allotted times. He can
not, will not live this way, nor can he continue this way. As strong as the bond
is between them, the weaker he becomes, he must break the one before it
breaks him!
He has come too far in this life, built and endured too much to see it
fall apart. He can’t and he won’t. It has taken too much work on his part to
develope to the point he has, without going backwards by compromising all
his values by what he values. He has to get back on track before he loses
himself totally, to regain his stability he has to follow his mores and values
he has set for himself.
After putting aside his needs and wants for a year, he can now see
his life and their relationship has reached a standstill, as their relationship
has frozen. Not advancing, not resolving, no forward motion to be seen.
Stagnating in a safe relationship, she chooses to do nothing about it,
keeping him on the side. An insult to his love, degrading his character daily.
Something has to change, break loose, give way, for them to move
forward.
Whether together or separately. . .

Jackson

Breakthrough
Theres a place in my heart
Thats never been touched before
Protected by stone and ice
Guarding the little boys pain
With a touch, a word, a glance,
You melted through to the quick
My guards fell away
Open and protected by your love
I can play without as within
That darkness filled with a new light
The little boy within heals
To peek out at the wonders
Before and all about
The core is cleansed
The cord is cut
Coming forth
To love again. . . .
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Memories
Trace a memory, to its source, and we find whats lost
At the center is us, without which there would be no memory
We are the bond that formed our past, our reflections
Memories are forever, as we fade away, lifes path to follow
Fleeting, ethereal, ghosts passing before us, between us
As we make a present, it slips to the past
Faster than we can hold it, another memory
A memory fills my day, your touch is so real
The warmth and caring still fill my life
I am better for the memories we made, my love
Memories make us what we are, or not
Time passes, time tells, time shows
If our memories are real, or only fantasies
Time does not soothe, time merely is
The future built on our shared past
The present merging our pasts and futures
Is our past, but a memory, or a building block
In my life Ive loved you more than a memory
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A Life
A life is worth living
worth sharing, two as one separate
A life is worth having
loving, giving up the self to a greater soul
A life is worth sharing
bonding, tasks and pleasures alike
A life is all that we have
all else a tapestry, fringe benefits
A life is giving
the precious blood, the greatest sacrifice
A life to live
is all we ask for, more than we deserve
A life to give up
the final resting place, solitude alone
A life is worth loving
for it will never come this way again
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The World Is Not As It Seems
Whence came this jewel, this laugh, this pride
All springs forth from the self, inner dreams
Acting out our interior worlds, best we can
Shaping the world, to our vision, our sight marred
Always reaching, striving, new visions replacing
Ever changing, forming, working to a form within
Life a journey, an end the destination
Loving, changing, growing, making a mark
Along the way, the work of a lifetime, never ending
The world not as we see it, but long for it to be
A path to follow, choices changing our destiny
Other worlds, futures and dreams lost along the way
The way is always forward, no returning backward glances
Every choice a branching, terminating another possibility
Alternate worlds with every chance taken
To choose is to be alive and living, to plod on is just existing
Every movement changing what could be
To what is, and never will be
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Still it takes him three months to get it all together, opportunities to
affirm his resolve. No true opposition met, she wishes him well on his way in
the end, refusing to close those open arms.
“I don’t want you to go,” met with, “then come with me,” to equal
results. He moving too fast, her too slow. Her slowness only increasing his
speed, his need to be free. To free up his life to be living again, he must set
aside his desire and follow his need!
Many ask him to stay as well, but, the way it is is too unbearable for
him, every day twists the knife buried deep already.
Living a half-secret-life is no life!
A pleasant glow settles about him, he cherishes all about, all to be
left behind. As a great weight is lifted from his soul, his shoulders stand
taller.
The best choice made, get on with it, life is for living, not settling for
what you get, but forging a life from taking stands. Standing at a crossroads
of his life he gladly walks down one branch. Movement, change, is living.
Standing still, stagnating, every non-movement a little death.
For better or worse, he travels further down his road of living. Even if
it is not the future he wanted, at least it’s an active one.
The last person he sees is her, the memory locked in place, the tears
unshed, unfelt as he has eyes ahead. She turns away quickly, to hide her
own from him, the ones he wanted to see.
The feelings are there, but he’s let them control him too long, leaving
him out of control!
He takes back the control of his life, once again! It is his to be lived as
he sees fit, not at anothers whim, anothers stalling, anothers empty promises.
Saddened heart burned away before a bright future, hope from the
hopelessness that was consuming him, braces him. He stands before the
dark night ahead knowing a bright dawn is just ahead on the horizon.
He drives off into the unknown, no fear, the new night closes about
him, covering his tears. A new life ahead to close off the past, to start the
future.
The unkown comforts him in a way that the known could not. . .
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Come Back To Me
Come live with me
come love with me,
share my life
Build our love and
share our affection,
to touch our souls
The day you left
I shed more than one tear,
even the sky cried
That part of me where you live
within my heart filled with your absence,
no wonder I cried
The joy and wonder
of seeing you again,
filled me with happiness
Your touch
raised me above,
the grief of your loss
Again, I am alone
missing you and your love,
wanting you back before youve left
I am glad to have had your love
to have held you close,
and held within your loving arms
To fill the hole in me
that you left behind,
I need you in my life my love
I want love in my life
I need to be loved,
as you do so well darlin
To feel your heart beat
to have your love,
my hopes and dreams
Come back to me darlin
fill my life with your touch,
to love as only we can
Come live with me
come love with me,
share my life
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Hobbled by only having the one word, love, to stand for such a multitude of feelings, he ponders his in a new home.
Despite the richness of the English language, their is no single word
that defies description more elusively than ‘love!’
No single word for more meaning, meanings, and confusion in it’s
inherent meaning. A multitude of levels and sublevels concealing it’s true
nature, it’s drawing nature, it’s cloak of mystery.
Is what he feels/felt a compulsion, an obsession? True, or a false
truth, in the absence of a guage to judge against.
Hard to tell, still he builds a new way of life, new home, new job, new
friends.
In the interim, they start a new style. She comes to him, but only to
visit, to get away “to think!” Still it takes her six months to end the false life
she was living, to take the first step to move on!
‘Visiting,’ every other month for two years, holds no resolution, her
new found freedom keeping her from making a full commitment. Friendship,
in and out of bed is enough for her, but he finds it sadly lacking. Back to
where they started, his frustrations increasing as they again grow closer.
Living as a married couple here and there, friends in between, stands
between them. She satisfied with what is, his need for so much more, again
driving a wedge between them.
Two years this goes on, as she structures her new life, finds who she
is underneath the trappings she’d hid behind for so long. Living with her
parents, he gradually becomes accepted and part of the extended family.
Still, she continues to turn down anything more formal.
A limbo settles in, laying another fog over his life, muddying his thinking, his hopes and dreams.
He drives all day to spend his weeks by her side, she flies up to be
with him, camping and exploring the new locality together. Still, a gulf exists
between them, he tries all he knows to bridge, only to be cut down time and
again.
Her divorce final opens opportunities, not solutions, all her options do
not include him. She wants and does follow her dreams she’d held back
from for years in the life she had been living, making him a side issue. At
times a thorn in her side, at others the only thing she wanted. She continued
to choose paths away from them, towards herself.
Separate lives still linked together. . .
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Endings
Gone away
Memories left behind
Empty arms fill my heart
Longing clouds my thoughts
Gave so much
Taken back
Gone away
Tomorrow came too soon
The past hangs on
The present wont leave soon enough
Turning away
So much to remember
So much to forget
Gone away
Why wont your memory go too
Your absence more than your presence
Just around a corner
Your image recedes
Faster than I
Phone silent
No word
Gone away
Fill my days
My dreams of you
So much a part of me
I cant let go
What is no longer held
More of you
Than yourself
Gone away
More than you
Less than me
Can I be me again
Without you
To be whole
Without all
Of me
Of you
Of us
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There comes the time he has to make the final choice, and these
lines run through his head:
That I loved you
I’ll never forget
That you loved me your best
I’ll never forgive
No more I love you’s
None to recall
Love me the rest of my life
All I wanted to hear
Love me fully at the moment
was all I got
Giving on the run
I don’t want it that way
If that’s the best it can be
I can’t handle it, nor want it
If that’s the only way
I’d rather go our separate ways
A night so bright
after a sun so cold
All we could be is no more
forevermore. . .
He sets the stage, this is to be it, two paths ahead, together or separate, no in between anymore.
He holds her close, at night, looking out over his new lake at the city
lights beyond, to hear her words and the meaning under them. She talks of
what she wants, and he is nowhere in her words, the future she sees and
wants does not include him. She talks as to a friend, not a lover, only turns
the knife she does not know she holds. Making his choice for him without
her knowing how her words bend his will.
He has no choice, but to say a final good-bye.
Walking away as she boards her plane, not the hardest thing he’s
ever done, the not looking back is!
There is no commitment there with her beyond friendship, it is not
enough for him, and even against feeble attempts to keep it alive, he shuns
it for what it is, empty and hollow.
Rid of the weight, he walks on finally alone into his chosen future, his
destiny awaits him finally, unfettered. Shackles tossed aside.
A life ended, a life begun. . .
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How quiet silence
to a broken heart
A touch a memory
to a crowded mind
Life so empty
full of you
Where have you gone
I no longer care
Choices made
a life to live
Start living it
and leave me to mine. . .
Silver ribbon, running
Cascading through my thoughts
Sooth my heart and soul,
Touch cool spray,
Refresh my life of love,
Through me you run
Wash my troubles away,
Life fresh, sparkling
Carry me down your way,
Leave behind, ahead
a dream. . .

Ending

Cascades

Walk With Me
The night belongs to us,
the day to doubters
Meet me halfway and
no distance so far
Our love cant bridge
between us, together
A touch, a longing, a desire
a need to be completed
Our lives behind, stretching
into our path ahead
We can walk the path, together
with eyes open
Or peer into the shadows alone,
our longings unfulfilled. . .
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As in all things in life, closing one door only seems to open another.
Though he can never forget her, not anymore than one of his own hands,
that love will always burn a hole through him, regrets and desires lost, he as
life goes on.
And he finds his next love, she had longed to be by his side as long
as they’d been friends, but, would not intrude on the other presence. Gone
from his life, if not his heart, she took the chance. Again, he accepted another’s
love into his heart, and found it warmed his core. She flows into his heart
filling that void he has sought to fill for so long.
Different, in that all people are different, this love fills his life as well
as his heart and thoughts.
The major difference, and the reason it has a chance to work, is they
both want the same thing, at the same time: each other.
Taking some time, not much by other standards, months where it had
been years, weeks in place of months, to reach the final goal.
To travel down life’s journey together. Hand in hand, step by step,
they build a life together.
Come home at last, to love’s embrace, a warm heart to share his
days, a passion to fill his nights, his life-long trek completed in bonding.
Differences, fights, disappointments, they have, but through all that
they have each other, and that is all it takes to get by. Spice is added by
some differences, never boring, ever satisfying. He has finally found love
returned, a home and life to make together. He walks down that path gladly,
calm, fulfilled and happy to be at last living the life he’s wanted, to finally say
these words:
Though marriage is a road we travel together,
Though the paths we follow may be together,
Our footsteps will not match completely together,
Remembering that, we will find happiness together,
Hand in hand, I’ll walk through
the years ahead, with you,
As I take your hand, accept mine, in the same spirit,
That when our time in this life is through,
you will find my hand again in
the next one. . .
All my love, Jackson

Jackson
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Patricia
Sing a song
Write the words
Might you understand?
The love behind them
No
Substance lacking
All the caring
In my acts and deeds
Short of consistency
Comes to naught
If forgotten
My day is brighter
My life fully
Because of you
Every time your in them
Thought of often
Do you know?
How much
your with me
when your not
My life is happier
Since you entered it
and more that you stay
My place is with you
My heart your home
Warmer and stronger
with your love
I can say I love you
And not mean it
as much as I feel
words as symbols
for definitions
Can never begin to explain
what or how I feel
about you
Feelings cannot be expressed
Nor passed on in touch
Deeds small reflections
of such a larger pool
My love
for you
is bigger than me,
us or you
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I am sorry
when I say I love you
that it doesnt even begin
to convey how I feel inside
This love for you
Makes my life worth living
Fills my heart with joy
Lifts my spirit
in the face of ALL adversity
Makes my days
And calms my nights
My love is beyond
any words I might feel
I love you
and am lost
on how to tell you so
that means what I feel
I love you. . .

There are no happy endings, for we are always starting anew every
day. Every new love is judged, enjoyed for it’s own merits. Giving up a love
the only way to accept another love, a truer love, learned to give up to receive.
There are only happy times and we can only hope by the time we
pass on from this life that we can die happy and that we’ve had more happy
times than not.
Every day we can count happy, is another day worth living, another
day to shine.
He cherishes every day now with his new love beside him, even the
not so nice ones, as over it all is the chance that tomorrow may be better.
Which he has not had before in his life, the certainty that no matter what,
they will face it together, forgive, forget, and get on to the next adventure
together.
For the first time in a long time he is truly happy, content and eager
for the next steps down their path, because it is together. . .
And, together, forevermore, we bid you the same warm fortune to
know in your life. . .
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What started as friends, ended apart forever. . .
She turned them down a road that they could not come back from
when she first turned to her best friend to meet her physical needs.
He knows he should have said NO that first night, but, he did have
some of the same needs to be fulfilled. Fault rested on both sides. . .
She wanted physical, he wanted emotional, their needs crossing on
the path they followed. A one-night stand, again and again, for five long
years was more than he could stand, all she wanted.
Their needs matched eventually, while their wants and desire never
synched. She was comfortable in the way things were, he wanted so much
more.
The unresolved nature of their affair, drove him away down another
path, as much in distance as a state of mind.
To save his sanity he had to resolve to slash apart what was, to go on!
A standstill did not sit well within him. The pain and tears, of both,
came to an end. Their separate paths now totally severed.
The hardest hurdle of his whole life, simply, to walk away. . .
To not have done so, would have stopped the path to the life he lives
now, he would never have found without ending what was.
Without that resolve, he would never have found his Patricia. Nor she
him! The companionship they both craved seen in the other.
Without that ending he could not live, marry and be happy!

